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The present study investigates the molecular basis of the G3m polymorphism expressed by the heavy
constant domains of human immunoglobulins gamma 3 chains. By using a new protocol allowing the specific
cloning of IGHG3 genes, a total of 51 full-length IGHG3 genomic sequences (about 2 kb) isolated from
African, Siberian, West Asian and European population samples were sequenced. IGHG3 sequences were
assigned precise G3m haplotypes on the basis of specific associations between G3m allotypes and IGHG3
RFLPs. Specific DNA substitutions involved in the expression of G3m(5), G3m(6), G3m(15), G3m(16),
G3m(21), G3m(24) and G3m(28) allotypes were then deduced, elucidating almost completely the
determination of the G3m polymorphism at the DNA level. The molecular evolution of G3m haplotypes was
investigated by a maximum likelihood phylogeny of IGHG3 sequences. Sequence clusters are shown to be
G3m haplotype-specific, corroborating the Gm molecular model deduced from serology, and showing that
populations differentiation is much more recent than G3m haplotypes differentiation. The widely distributed
G3m5,10,11,13,14 haplotype is likely to be ancestral to the other G3m haplotypes presently found at high
frequencies in different continental areas. European Journal of Human Genetics (2001) 9, 765 ± 772.
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Introduction
The Gm polymorphism is associated to the constant domains

of human immunoglobulins IgG1, IgG2 and IgG3 heavy

chains.1 It is defined serologically by 18 allotypes specific to

g1 (G1m 1, 2, 3, 17), g2 (G2m 23) and g3 (G3m 5, 6, 10, 11, 13,

14, 15, 16, 21, 24, 26, 27, 28). The IGHG1, IGHG2 and IGHG3

genes are physically linked on chromosome 14q32.3. Gm

allotypes are thus usually inherited in fixed combinations

called Gm haplotypes.

The Gm polymorphism has been extensively studied in

human populations, showing that a limited number of

haplotypes are observed worldwide, with high frequency

variation among populations from different continents.2 ± 4

Gm diversity among populations appears to be highly

correlated with geography at the world scale, and merely

reveals significant correlation with linguistic relationships at

continental levels.3,5 ± 7

In spite of its interest for anthropology, the Gm system has

seldom been investigated before at the molecular level in

population studies. The reason is that the molecular basis of

Gm allotypy is almost completely unknown due to the

difficulty of isolating the highly homologous IGHG genes

from each other. Punctual amino acid substitutions have

been proposed for the determination of G1m and G2m

allotypes,8 ± 15 but most amino acids responsible for the

expression of the numerous G3m allotypes remain unknown.
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The aim of this study is to determine the non-synonymous

substitutions involved in G3m allotypy, and to investigate

the molecular variation associated to G3m haplotypes. For

this purpose, we design an original protocol that permits the

specific cloning of IGHG3 genes. We apply it to the DNA

sequencing of 51 full-length IGHG3 genes from different

population samples for which G3m serological and IGHG3

RFLP typings were previously done. Specific associations

between G3m haplotypes and IGHG3 RFLPs allow us to

define the precise relationship between IGHG3 DNA

sequences and G3m haplotypes deduced by serology. From

these analyses, we determine the non-synonymous substitu-

tions involved in the expression of most G3m allotypes, and

we propose a tentative evolutionary model of G3m

haplotypes.

Subjects and methods
Studied populations

The studied individuals, all being volunteers, originate from

two main populations, the Senegalese Mandenka and the

Siberian Selkups. This choice was done because both

samples were previously tested for Gm allotypes and IGHG

RFLPs.16 ± 18 The Mandenka population is an endogamous

community of about 3200 individuals living in the

Niokholo region of eastern Senegal. Its language belongs

to the Niger-Congo Mande family, which includes several

millions people located between Nigeria and the Atlantic

coast. Historical information indicates that the Mandenka

came from the East and settled in West Africa during the

14th century. Many serological and DNA polymorphisms

were already analysed in this population.7,19 ± 25 The north-

ern Selkups are about 2000 people living in seven localities

on a vast territory in the north of western Siberia. Their

language belongs to the north-Samodian branch of the

Uralic family. The Selkups represent a long-settled tribe in

Siberia, but their more numerous ancestors lived further

south before the Russian invasion in the 16th century.

Under the pressure of nomads and Russian settlers, they

migrated north towards the basins of the Turukhan and Taz

rivers. The Selkups were previously tested for several

serologic and molecular polymorphisms.18,26 ± 29

Sampling strategy

As our aim was to define G3m allotypy at the DNA level,

individuals were chosen from the two available Mandenka

and Selkup samples according to already known Gm

phenotypes. We planned to sequence the maximal number

of different G3m haplotypes expressing different allotypes.

For picking up the DNAs corresponding to precise G3m

haplotypes, we used the results of RFLP typings. Indeed, we

previously showed that very strong associations exist

between IGHG3 hinge lengths, which are composed of 2, 3,

or 4 exons, and G3m haplotypes in the Mandenka

population.17 We first checked the putative existence of

these associations in 30 Selkups, 30 Lebanese and 13 French

(results not shown). We then selected individuals whose

IGHG3 genes were known to be associated to specific G3m

haplotypes. Most individuals were chosen among hetero-

zygotes for IGHG3 hinge lengths, to avoid any confusion

between the sequenced gene and its associated G3m

haplotype. We finally sequenced 24 Mandenka and 17 Selkup

genes. To complete our study, a few additional samples were

obtained from Lebanese (seven Christian Maronites sampled

in Beyrouth), French (2), and Algerian Mzab (1) individuals

who had previously been typed for both Gm allotypes and

IGHG RFLPs. This gave us a final sample of 51 IGHG3 of

known haplotype (Table 1).

PCR amplification, cloning and sequencing of IGHG3

genes

An original protocol was designed to specifically sequence

IGHG3 genes (details available at http://anthro.unige.ch/

~sanchez/ejhg01/). Briefly, IGHG genes were amplified after

digestion with the BspHI enzyme, which cuts all IGHG in the

CH2 exon (T;CATGA), except IGHG3. This permitted to

avoid almost completely the amplification of IGHG1,

IGHG2, IGHG4 and IGHGP genes. After separation on gel,

IGHG3 PCR products were ligated in BlueScript vectors and

cloned in DH5 bacteria. Ten primers were used to sequence

IGHG3 genes on both strands with an ABI 377 automatic

sequencer. Each gene was sequenced from three independent

clones in order to avoid artifacts that could be confused with

polymorphism. Thus, a total of 30 sequences were necessary

for each IGHG3 gene (10 primers for each clone).

Sequence alignment and phylogenetic analyses

The reconstruction of each IGHG3 gene from its 10 over-

lapping sequences and the alignment of the 51 reconstructed

IGHG3 genes were done by using the Sequence Navigator2

software. Neighbor-Joining (NJ),30 UPGMA,31 and Maximum

Table 1 Ethnic and geographic origin of the individuals
whose IGHG3 genes were sequenced, with their associated
G3m haplotypes

Number of
sequenced

G3m haplotype Ethnic origin Geographic location IGHG3 genes

G3m5,10,11,13,14 Mandenka Senegal (West Africa) 10
Selkup Siberia (East Asia) 4
Lebanese Lebanon (West Asia) 2
French France (Europe) 1
Mzab Algeria (North Africa) 1

G3m21,28 Selkup Siberia (East Asia) 7
Lebanese Lebanon (West Asia) 2
French France (Europe) 1

G3m5,6,10,11,14 Mandenka Senegal (West Africa) 2
G3m10,11,13,15,16 Selkup Siberia (East Asia) 6

Lebanese Lebanon (West Asia) 3
G3m10,11,13,15 Mandenka Senegal (West Africa) 4
G3m5,6,11,24 Mandenka Senegal (West Africa) 8
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Likelihood (ML)32 phylogenetic trees were constructed for

these sequences by using the MEGA33 and DNAML programs

of PHYLIP.34 Robustness of the NJ and UPGMA trees was

assessed by a bootstrap procedure.35,36

Results
IGHG3 DNA sequence polymorphism

The alignment of the 51 IGHG3 genes sequenced in this

study is shown in Table 2. The EZZ sequence (T1) of aTunisian

(X0360437) is taken as a reference, and the LAT sequence of

another Tunisian (T2) (X1611038) is also included. The G3m

haplotype corresponding to each sequence, and the amino

acids involved in the observed non-synonymous substitu-

tions are indicated (right and bottom of Table 2, respec-

tively). Nineteen different sequences involving 40

segregating sites are observed: EMBL (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/)

and IMGT (http://imgt.cines.fr:8104/) accession numbers

AJ390235 to AJ390284, X99549, X03604, X16110. IGHG3

alignments are available at http://imgt.cines.fr:8104/textes/

IMGTrepertoire.html. Most substitutions are found in the

CH3 domain. Seventeen substitutions are non-synonymous,

defining a total of 15 different proteins. The deletions

corresponding to the variable number of exons in the hinge

region17,39 are also shown.

Different levels of molecular diversity are observed for G3m

haplotypes. Haplotype G3m5,10,11,13,14 is the most hetero-

geneous at the DNA level, as 11 different sequences are found

among 19 G3m5,10,11,13,14 genes. A high level of diversity is

found in the Senegalese Mandenka, where the 10

G3m5,10,11,13,14 genes analysed reveal seven different se-

quences (M1 to M7). By contrast, all Selkup, Lebanese and

French G3m5,10,11,13,14 sequences (n=7) are identical to each

other, except in the hinge region (S+L and L+F). The G3m21,28

haplotype is also highly variable at the DNA level, as four

distinct sequences are found among 10 G3m21,28 genes, and

the three G3m21,28 sequences observed in the Selkups are

different from each other (S+F, S1, S2). The sequences

associated to haplotype G3m10,11,13,15,16 vary among popula-

tions, as that found in Lebanese (L2, n=3) differ from that

found in Selkups (S3, n=6) by one substitution. Finally,

G3m5,6,10,11,14 (M8, n=2), G3m10,11,13,15 (M9, n=4), and

G3m5,6,11,24 (M+T, n=9) sequences are monomorphic. These

haplotypes were only sequenced in the Mandenka except one

G3m5,6,11,24 in a Tunisian, which is identical to the

Mandenka sequence (M+T).

Amino acids involved in G3m allotypy

The results presented in Table 2 indicate that g3 chains coded

by a given G3m haplotype sometimes differ from each other

by non-synonymous substitutions. Indeed, substitutions

found at positions 176 (CH1), 296, 309, 339 (CH2) and 392

(CH3) correspond to a polymorphism expressed within a

given haplotype. Moreover, the mutations observed at

positions 192 and 193 would not express g3 allotypes as they

are located in the CH1 domain.40,41 This means that the 17

non-synonymous substitutions found among the 51 se-

quenced IGHG3 genes are not all involved in allotypy. We

suggest that a total of 10 amino acid positions (291, 292, 379,

384, 397, 409, 419, 422, 435 and 436) are potentially

involved in g3 allotypy (Table 3):

. G3m(21) is likely to be determined by a Pro?Leu

mutation at position 291 (CH2 domain). The same

conclusion was drawn from the analysis of the OMM

protein42,43 and a previous sequencing of CH2-CH3

domains.13 We exclude the involvement of amino acid

Asn384, because it is coded by one G3m5,10,11,13,14

Mandenka sequence (M6), and of Arg435-Tyr436, because

they are located on CH3: enzymatic digestions indicate

that G3m(21) is detected on the Fc (CH2-CH3), but not on

the Fc' (CH3) fragments.40 Arg435-Tyr436 would merely

be involved in G3m(28) allotypy (see below).

. G3m(28) may be determined by Arg435-Tyr436 (CH3

domain), as previously postulated.44 This is in keeping

with studies of Van Loghem et al41 which demonstrated

that G3m(28) is present on Fc' (CH3). We exclude the

involvement of Asn384 because this amino acid is also

present on the other g sub-classes and is thus not specific

for G3m allotypy. Asn384 would rather be responsible for

the non-expression of allotypes G3m(10), G3m(13), and

G3m(14) or G3m(11) in G3m21,28 haplotypes.

. G3m(16) is likely to be determined by an Arg?Trp

substitution at position 292 (CH2 domain). This mutation

discriminates G3m10,11,13,15,16 and G3m10,11,13,15 on CH2-

CH3. We exclude Met379 postulated by Matsumoto et al45

because this amino acid is shared by G3m10,11,13,15,16 and

G3m10,11,13,15 haplotypes in our samples.

. G3m(15) is likely to be determined by a Val?Met

substitution at position 379 (CH3 domain). We exclude

His435, proposed by Matsumoto et al45,46 because it is

shared by g1, g2 and g4 proteins. As G3m(15) is in fact not

detected on Fc' (CH3),40 an allosteric effect with the CH2

domain is probably also necessary for its expression.

. G3m(6) is likely to be determined by a Gln?Glu

substitution at position 419 (CH3 domain). As Glu419 is

also present on g4, an allosteric effect may again be

involved. This time, we propose that this effect takes place

on g4 for the non-expression of G3m(6), because amino

acids 355 and 445, which are g4 sub-class specific, are in

close contact with Glu419 on g4 tri-dimensional structure.

The expression of G3m(6) is also correlated to the non-

expression of G3m(13) in G3m5,6,10,11,14. These results

agree with the location of G3m(6) and G3m(13) on CH3.40

. G3m(24) could be determined by Lys?Arg and Ile?Val

substitutions at positions 409 and 422, respectively, which

distinguish G3m5,6,11,24. However, Arg409 and Val422 are

both present on g4 like Glu419 defining G3m(6). Amino

acid 409 is buried inside the molecule, whereas amino acid

422 is on the surface and close to Glu419. The latter could
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Table 2 Alignment of IGHG3 sequences associated to different G3m haplotypes

IVS3: 3' region

CH1: IVS1: Hinge: CH2: 1774 ± CH3: (stop codon:

25 ± 318 319 ± 715 716 ± 1325 1444 ± 1773 1870 1871 ± 2194 2194)

#Nta 27 126 200 248 252 371 400 417 451 587 620 663 778 970 1122 1235 1310 1317 1625 1627 1640 1678 1768 1802 1847 1873 1985 2001 ± 2 2026 2032 2039 2076 2080 2083 2105 2113 2114 2154 2157 2199 2201 2202

G3m

#Id N haplotype

T1b 1 T C C G G C A G D A A C A A A T G A C C A C A A G A G GC C G A A C C C C A G T G C A 5*

M1 1 - - - - - - - C G - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5*

M2 1 C - - - - - - C G G - - C D376 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G 5*

M3 1 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G 5*

Mza 1 - A - - - - - C G G - T C G - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G 5*

M4 1 - A - - - - - C G G - - C G - - - - - - - - - - - G - - - G - - - - - - - - - - - - G 5*

M5 3 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G - - - - - - - - - - - G - - - G - - - - - - - - - - - - G 5*

M6 1 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G - - - - - - - - - - - - - AT - - - - - - - - - - - - - G 5*

M7 2 - - - - - - G C G G - - C G - - - - - - - G - - - - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - G 5*

S+L 5 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G - - A C - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G 5*

L+F 2 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G D188 - A C - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G 5*

M8 2 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G A - - - - G - - - - - - G 5,6,10,11,14

S+F 5 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G - - - - T - - - - - - - - AT - - - - - - - - - - A C T G 21,28

S1 1 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G - C - - T - - - - - - - - AT - - - - - - - - - - A C T G 21,28

S2 2 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G - - - - T - - - - - - - - AT G - - - - - - - - - A C T G 21,28

L1 2 - - - - - - - C G G - - C G - - - - T - - - G G - - - AT - - - - - - - - - - A C T G 21,28

M+T2 9 - - - - - - - C G - G - 7 D188 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - G G A - G T G - - - - G 5,6,11,24

M9 4 - - - A C G - C G G - - C D188 G - - - - - - - - - - - A - - G - G - - - - - - A A - - G 10,11,13,15

L2 3 - - A - - - - C G G - - C D188 G - - - - T - - - - A - A - - G - G - - - - - - A A - - G 10,11,13,15,16

S3 6 - - - - - - - C G G - - C D188 G - - - - T - - - - A - A - - G - G - - - - - - A A - - G 10,11,13,15,16

EU index: 176 192 193 291 292 296 309 339 379 384 392 397 409 419 422 435 436

Amino acid S S L P R Y L T V S N M K Q I R F

substitutions Y N F L W F V A M N K V R E V H Y

#Nt: nucleotide number; #Id: sequence identifier; N: number of sequences; T1: Tunisian EZZ; M1-M9: Mandenka; S1-S3: Selkup; L1-L2: Lebanese; S+L: Selkup + Lebanese; L+F:
Lebanese + French; M+T2: Mandenka + Tunisian LAT; Mza: Mzab; D: 1 bp deletion; D188: 188 bp deletion; D376: 376 bp deletion; 5*: 5,10,11,13,14. aNucleotide numbering
starts with the first base located downstream the CH1 EcoRI primer, 24 bp upstream the first coding nucleotide; bSequences T1 (EZZ), T2 (LAT), and M2 (Mand-541) were
previously published (37 ± 39, respectively).
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thus also be involved in the expression of G3m(24),

whereas allosteric effects would prevent the expression of

this allotype on g4 proteins.

. G3m(5) may be determined by a Tyr?Phe mutation at

position 436 (CH3 domain). However, the expression of

this allotype probably also needs the interaction between

the CH2 and CH3 domains, as it is detectable only on

intact CH2-CH3 peptides.40 This is possible through

amino acid 436, which is in close contact with the CH2

domain.

For the remaining G3m allotypes, G3m(10), (11), (13), (14),

the hypotheses are less straightforward. Amino acids Ser384,

Ile422, Arg435 and Phe436 are specific for both

G3m5,10,11,13,14 and G3m5,6,10,11,14 haplotypes, and are not

present at the same positions on the other g sub-classes. They

may thus be essential for G3m(10), (11), (13), (14) located on

CH3.40 Tentative hypotheses concerning the non-expression

of these allotypes are also given in Table 3 (footnotes).

A rare haplotype hidden in a common phenotype

One Mandenka individual, identified as Mand114, has been

serologically typed as G3m[5,10,11,13,14]. A likely hypoth-

esis is that this phenotype corresponds to a homozygous for

G3m5,10,11,13,14. However, an alternative genotype would be

G3m5,10,11,13,14/G3m5,11. Indeed, Asn384, present in one of

the two sequences (M6) of Mand114, is probably involved in

the non-expression of G3m(10), G3m(13) and G3m(14)

allotypes (Table 3, footnotes), and M6 would be related to

G3m5,11. In keeping with this hypothesis, the presence of

G3m5,11 was previously postulated in the Mandenka from the

observation of one homozygous G3m[5,11] individual.7

Molecular phylogeny of G3m haplotypes

A maximum likelihood phylogeny of G3m haplotypes is

shown in Figure 1. All sequences associated to G3m5,10,11,13,14

(M1-M5, M7, MZA, S+L, L+F, T1) are closely related to each

other and form a central node with short branches. The M6

(possibly G3m5,11, see above) and M8 (G3m5,6,10,11,14)

sequences are also directly related to this node. The other

sequences form three different clusters, each of them being

characterised by a specific G3m haplotype and a long branch

from the central node:

. the 10 G3m21,28 genes sequenced in the French, Lebanese

and Selkups cluster together. Unfortunately, the DNA

sequencing of the only G3m21,28 gene that we could

isolate from a Mandenka did not succeed. Interestingly,

the M6 sequence, postulated to be G3m5,11, is found at an

intermediate position between G3m5,10,11,13,14 and

G3m21,28.

. The 9 G3m5,6,11,24 genes sequenced in eight Mandenka

and a Tunisian are monomorphic and form a long branch

from G3m5,10,11,13,14 sequences.

. The nine G3m10,11,13,15,16 genes sequenced in the

Lebanese and Selkups cluster together and are closely

related to the four monomorphic G3m10,11,13,15 genes

found in the Mandenka.

NJ and UPGMA trees constructed for the same data set

confirm these results (data not shown). According to the

former, G3m10,11,13,15 and G3m10,11,13,15,16 sequences cluster

together with a very high bootstrap value (98%), as do

G3m21,28 sequences (95%), the other bootstrap values being

usually weak. The G3m5,6,10,11,14 sequence also segregates

with G3m5,10,11,13,14 sequences in both trees.

Discussion
Thanks to the present work, the critical amino acids

necessary for the expression of seven G3m allotypes are

determined: G3m(5), G3m(6), G3m(15), G3m(16),

G3m(21), G3m(24) and G3m(28) allotypes are shown to

be defined by punctual mutations. However, the expression

of four of them (5, 6, 15, 24) also probably depends on the

conformation of g3 or g4 proteins, where other amino acids

are involved in allosteric effects, as previously postulated.47

On the other hand, G3m allotypy would not completely

reflect the amino acid variability of g3 molecules, as we

have supposed that only 10 of the 17 positions found to be

polymorphic at the protein level are involved in allotypy.

The fact that we could not test some rarely determined

G3m allotypes, like G3m(26) and G3m(27), due to the lack

of antisera, should be taken into account to clarify this

Table 3 Amino acids involved in the expression of G3m
allotypes

Amino acid positionsa: 291 292 379 384 397 409 419 422 435 436

g1b Pro Arg Val Asn Val Lys Gln Val His Tyr
g2 ± ± ± ± Met ± ± ± ± ±
g4 ± ± ± ± ± Arg Glu ± ± ±

G3m5,10,11,13,14 ± ± ± Ser Met ± ± Ile Arg Phe
G3m5,6,10,11,14 ± ± ± Ser Met ± Glu Ile Arg Phe
G3m5,6,11,24 ± ± ± Ser ± Arg Glu ± Arg Phe
G3m10,11,13,15 ± ± Met Ser ± ± ± Ile ± ±
G3m10,11,13,15,16 ± Trp Met Ser ± ± ± Ile ± ±
G3m21,28 Leu ± ± ± Met ± ± Ile Arg ±

; ; ; ;& ; ; ;&

G3m allotypes: 21 16 15 ± c ± 6d 24 28e 5
aAmino acid positions correspond to the EU index; bThe g1
sequence is used as a reference; cAsn384 is likely to be involved
in the non-expression of G3m(10),(13),(14) allotypes in G3m21,28

haplotypes, whereas non-expression of G3m(14) is probably
associated to Val397 in G3m5,6,11,24, G3m10,11,13,15 and
G3m10,11,13,15,16 haplotypes; dNon-expression of G3m(13) corre-
lates with the expression of G3m(6) in G3m5,6,10,11,14 and
G3m5,6,11,24; eNon-expression of G3m(11) is probably associated
with the expression of G3m(28), and these two allotypes can
therefore be considered as antithetical.
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result. However, a likely explanation is that some muta-

tions remain unrecognized by usual antisera if they are

located out of reach of antibodies. Part of the g3 amino acid

variability would thus remain undetected by conventional

serology.

Phylogenetic relatedness between DNA sequences asso-

ciated to the different G3m haplotypes indicates that these

haplotypes form distinct and relatively homogeneous

groups. The serological definition of G3m haplotypes is

thus corroborated by our molecular study. The most

variable IGHG3 genes are those associated to

G3m5,10,11,13,14, and the other haplotypes may have

derived independently from G3m5,10,11,13,14 sequences.

Previous studies indicate that G3m5,10,11,13,14 is found on

genes having either 2, 3 or 4 exons coding for the hinge,

in contrast to other G3m haplotypes.17,39 G3m5,10,11,13,14 is

also present at very high frequency in most human

population (except, for example, some East Asian, some

Amerindian, and many Oceanian populations), although

with different linkages to G1m (3 or 1,3 or 1,17) and G2m

(23) alleles.3,4 All these results suggest that G3m5,10,11,13,14

is an ancestral G3m haplotype. G3m21,28 also presents a

high level of DNA diversity and is widely distributed, with

very high frequencies in some human populations. This

haplotype may thus have differentiated early after

G3m5,10,11,13,14, although its molecular differentiation

among and within populations may be quite recent (short

branches). On the other hand, the nine African

G3m5,6,11,24 sequences (including one North African) are

monomorphic. Although the long branch differentiating

this haplotype suggests a long divergence time from

G3m5,10,11,13,14, the absence of variability among Manden-

ka and Tunisian suggests a recent diffusion of this

haplotype within Africa. Huck et al38 have interpreted

the G3m5,6,11,24 sequence as a gene conversion between a

G3m5,10,11,13,14 sequence and a IGHG4 gene, due to shared

substitutions between G3m5,6,11,24 and IGHG4 genes.

According to this hypothesis, we expect a high molecular

divergence of this haplotype even in the case of a recent

differentiation, which is compatible with our results.

Interestingly, G3m5,6,11,24 and G3m5,6,10,11,14 (M8) are not

monophyletic, in spite of the common presence of

G3m(6). Previous studies indicate that their hinge

structures are also different (3 and 4 exons, respectively17).

G3m5,6,10,11,14 is probably a relatively recent differentiation

of G3m5,10,11,13,14 (short branch) due to a single punctual

mutation (Gln?Glu at position 419) that transformed

G3m(13) allotype into G3m(6). Finally, G3m10,11,13,15 and

G3m10,11,13,15,16 share a recent common ancestor. These

haplotypes differ by a single allotype, G3m(16), and their

associated IGHG3 genes possess a 3-exon hinge, so that

serological and RFLP data also reflect their close DNA

sequence relationship. G3m10,11,13,15 is essentially found in

sub-Saharan Africans (with high frequencies in the

Khoisan), whereas G3m10,11,13,15,16 is mostly frequent in

North East Asians. This means that genetic distances

among IGHG3 sequences do not correlate with geographic

distances among sampled populations. Overall, the phylo-

geny presented in Figure 1 does not reflect population

history. Most G3m haplotypes differentiate from each

other by long branches, whereas short branches differ-

entiate populations within each haplotype cluster, show-

ing that the G3m polymorphism is much older than

population differentiations.

Following several decades of Gm typings in human

populations, the present work represents a necessary step

towards a better understanding of this complex poly-

morphism. Our aim was to define the molecular basis of

the G3m polymorphism, and this has been almost totally

achieved. The molecular determination of G3m allotypes

proposed here may encourage people to design a protocol

for the molecular typing of Gm specificities. Such an issue

would ensure that useful Gm analyses of new population

samples are done even when Gm antisera are no longer

available.

Figure 1 Maximum likelihood tree of IGHG3 DNA sequences.
This phylogeny is based on all segregating sites reported in
Table 2, including those located downstream the stop codon
(3' region). Deletions in the hinge region are not taken into
account. Sequence identifiers are the same as in Table 2
(footnotes). Sequences associated to each G3m haplotypes are
circled. 5*=G3m5,10,11,13,14; 21*=G3m21,28; 15*=G3m10,11,13,15;
16*=G3m10,11,13,15,16; n=number of IGHG3 sequences. The
sequence M6 may correspond to haplotype G3m5,11, instead of
G3m5,10,11,13,14 (see text).
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